
 

 

 

 

More Evidence from the Past 

Let us take note of the horrors perpetrated by Communism on the world, and begin with the Pastoral 

Letter of Patriarch Tikhon of Moscow, dated January 19, 1918 only three months into the 

revolution: 

"...The commands of Christ regarding the love of neighbor are forgotten or trampled upon; 

reports reach us daily concerning the astounding and beastly murders of wholly innocent 

people, and even of the sick upon their sickbeds ... This happens not only under cover of the 

nocturnal darkness, but openly in the daylight, with hitherto unheard of audacity and 

merciless cruelty, without any sort of trial and despite all right and lawfulness, and it happens 

in our days almost in all the cities and villages of our country as well as in our capital, and 

outlying regions (Petrograd, Moscow, Irkutsk, Sevastopol and others). 

     All this fills our hearts with a deep and bitter sorrow and obliges us to turn to such outcasts 

of the human race with stern words of accusation and warning... 

     Recall yourselves, you insane men, and cease your bloody deeds. For what you are doing is 

not only a cruel deed; it is in truth a satanic act, for which you shall suffer the fire of hell in 

the life to come, beyond the grave, and the terrible curses of posterity in this present earthly 

life. 

     ...The most-cruel persecution has arisen against the holy church of Christ; the blessed 

sacraments, sanctifying the birth of man into the world, have been pronounced unnecessary 

and superfluous; the holy churches are subjected either to destruction by reason of 

gunfire...or to plunder and sacrilege... The saintly monasteries revered by the people... are 

seized by the atheistic masters of the darkness of this world and are declared to be in some 

manner national property; schools, supported from the resources of the Orthodox Church to 

train ministers of churches and teachers of the faith, are declared superfluous, and are turned 

into training institutions of infidelity or even directly into nurseries of immorality. 

     Where are the limits to such mockery of the Church of Christ? How and wherein may the 

attacks upon it by its raging enemies be stopped?" 

     Now repeat this scenario throughout the entire world: China, Viet Nam, North Korea, Cuba, 

Venezuela, etc. But you might remark that we don't see people hauled out and killed and having 

their property confiscated in the United States. But... we do have rampant divorce, unbridled 



 

 

 

morals, heinous abortion of even viable infants, not to mention the socialistic propaganda being 

taught in our schools that also seeks to eradicate any mention of God. We have, therefore, in 

America a silent deceptive killer that will gradually lull our citizens into acceptance of Marxist 

Socialism, essentially Communism. 

     Our hope is in the words of Christ: "And I say to thee, thou art Peter, and upon this rock I 

will build My Church and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." (Matthew 16:18) (Taken 

from the June 2019 issue of Servants of Jesus & Mary by Ellen Montgomery) 

His Holiness Patriarch Tikhon, was born on January 19, 1865 in Toropets, Pskov province, the son 

of a priest, Fr. John of the Spaso-Preobrazhensky church.  

On January 19, 1918, he anathematized the Bolsheviks and their co-workers, saying: "I adjure all of 

you who are faithful children of the Orthodox Church of Christ not to commune with such outcasts 

of the human race in any matter whatsoever". Addressing the pastors and archpastors, he said: "Do 

not hesitate for a moment in your spiritual activity, but with fiery zeal call your children to defend 

the rights of the Orthodox Church which are now being trampled on. Immediately organize spiritual 

unions, call on them to enter, not of necessity but voluntary, into the ranks of the spiritual warriors, 

who oppose external force with the force of their holy inspiration..." The decree ended with an 

appeal to defend the Church, if necessary, to the death. 

We present this past evidence for your consideration.  We are constantly told that it cannot happen 

here.  But we see daily public officials pronouncing more and more hideous atrocities as killing 

babies that survive abortions, death panels for the sick and elderly, confiscation of guns and other 

communist or socialist ideas in their speeches.  As we wrote in our April Update:  As for those who 

try to explain how the conspiracy functions, it becomes necessary to state opinions that are opposite 

to the main line of reasoning. For we have been told for decades by the experts that communism is 

the rising up of the poor masses (the proletariat) to overthrow the middle class (bourgeoisie).  

Actually, if you look at History, it is the super-rich (the aristocracy) that finances the poor masses to 

destroy the middle class. Notice the caravans of migrants that are invading the southern border of 

the US and are being financed by the super-rich of the world as for example George Soros.  The 

super-rich hire people like Karl Marx and Saul Alinsky who plan, organize and lead the movements.  

Often these men dedicate their writings to Satan as a poem of Marx did or Rules for Radicals was 

dedicated to Satan by Alinsky.  

It is our contention that the super-rich of each age run the world through their puppets.  What we are 

seeing is the super-rich One World Globalist fighting a super-rich Nationalist.  The reason for all 

the Deep State hatred of the Nationalist is that he is undoing a century or more of their work in less 

than two years. 

It is too bad the popes did not consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. 

  


